
                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                       
                         
 

 

 

March Reflection 2020 

With March, came changes to the programming to reflect the interests of the children. Educators are beginning to develop strong 
relationships with the Possum Children and learning many exciting things about the children’s developing interests. 
With our art studio in the outdoor yard becoming a very big interest to all the children, educators have begun to introduce pasting 
experiences to the children just in time for St. Patrick’s Day. These pieces of art are now hanging on our Art Gallery Wall for us to 
revisit each day. 
 
The children spend much of their day outdoors and this has allowed educators to set up experiences (traditionally indoor 
experiences) outdoors where there is more space to really develop the areas of interest. Experiences such as the home corner and 
animal spaces have been expanded to allow for more children to enjoy the space at once. Our animal experiences have been divided 
into three areas so the Possum children have more opportunity to create and develop their imaginative play. Other experiences such 
as the hair dresser table have a continual flow of interest since its introduction at the beginning of the month. The children are taking 
turns brushing, washing and drying hair with the props at the table. The children have also been using their imaginations, talking to 
the doll heads as if they are real. This in turn, has the children interested in brushing educator’s hair as well! 
 
Many of the physical activity areas are a constant interest such as the see saws and climbing equipment. We have added the jumping 
pillow to the climbing equipment because many of the children have been showing interest in jumping off things. This allows 
educators to show the children the safest way to do this and how we can share the space so everyone can have a turn. Our climbing 
cars have also begun to be an interesting imaginative play space where the children travel around the community, visiting the zoo, 
shops and parents at work. This interest has sparked our first walk of the year which we intend to do on a different day each week. 
We travel around the block, connecting up with the local park and back to the service in two groups of eight. This allows the children 
to explore our community and prepare them for future visits for playing on the equipment at the park.  
 
Group time has been very exciting with the introduction of finger puppets and stories about the 5 little ducks and the 3 little pigs. 
Songs and dancing are still a Possum Room favourite activity and the children have begun to ask for the music when they are 
interested in having a dance and a sing-a-long. What a clever group we have this year!! Way to go Possums! 
 

Links to the National Quality Standards: Quality Area 1, Educational Program and Practice and Quality Area 1 Program and Practice and TRCC Philosophy 

 


